
Why are Mass attendance limits changing now?  
Kristin Burgher, MD, parishioner at Holy Family,  

makes sense of the changes.  
 
Have you found yourself scratching your head about increased limits for Mass 
attendance while COVID-19 surges? You're not alone!  On the face, it sounds startling 
at best - at worst just plain foolish!  So why do we see this move now? Should we trust 
it?  
 
As a physician, I see the devastation that this pandemic has wrought on its victims - 
both those directly affected by infection, and those indirectly affected by the public 
health measures meant to slow its spread. Complicating matters is the astoundingly 
divisive rhetoric that has bred mistrust and anger at exactly the time we most need 
solidarity. I would like to share a few thoughts to try to make sense of where we are in 
terms of public health guidance for religious services.  
 
In the early days of the pandemic, there was much that we did not know about how the 
virus spreads, how many people who are infected actually become ill, and so on.  We 
still have much to learn!  But we have learned that certain measures - especially 
physical distancing and wearing of masks to prevent pre-symptomatic and 
asymptomatic spread - are effective at reducing transmission.  Early on there were 
significant outbreaks in a church in Oregon and at a choir practice in Washington state, 
which heightened concerns over the safety of religious gatherings.  I think this explains 
the tight restrictions on religious gatherings early in the pandemic. However, those 
outbreaks occurred without the precautions of mask wearing and physical distancing.  
 
As we better understood how to use the masks and distancing to maintain safe spaces, 
restrictions on businesses were adapted to take into account capacity  - how many 
people can be in a space and maintain safe distance. But restrictions on religious 
gatherings remained strictly by number: ten, then 25, then 50 - even though most 
churches are large enough to safely accommodate much larger numbers without 
increasing risk of disease transmission.  (See this study for more on that: 
https://www.realclearscience.com/articles/2020/08/19/evidence-
based_guidelines_to_celebrate_mass_safely_are_working.html).   
 
In November, as cases surged, the state rightly responded with new guidance to slow 
the spread, save lives, maintain our hospital capacity for those who were ill.  The 
restrictions on religious gatherings were tightened again - even though religious 
gatherings were not a source of outbreaks.  Although it was absolutely right to take 
measures to slow the spread of the virus, the religious restrictions were out of step with 
what we know works.  
 
For that reason, I joined with colleagues at the Catholic Medical Association requesting 
that the governor revisit the restrictions on religious gatherings to bring them in line with 
the policies that we confidently use for other settings.  (Here is a response to the 



Governor from the CMA after the restrictions were 
relaxed:  https://www.oregonlive.com/opinion/2020/12/readers-respond-relaxed-faith-
restrictions-welcome.html)  I believe we can have the same confidence in the infection 
control measures practiced at church as we do in other settings. And we are fortunate to 
be in a faith community that takes those measures very seriously.   
 
Can anyone guarantee zero risk of infection?  No.  But we can all feel confident that by 
following public health guidelines, we can maintain the same level of safety during 
worship as we enjoy in workplaces and businesses.  
 
For additional very helpful discussion about COVID-19, including information on 
vaccines, from a balanced and Catholic perspective, I would recommend the 
"Doctor,Doctor" podcast from the Catholic Medical 
Association: https://www.cathmed.org/resources/doctor-doctor/ 
 
And as vaccines become available, an excellent resource on the ethical questions 
surrounding their production is the National Catholic Bioethics 
Center: https://www.ncbcenter.org/ 


